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_E5_9C_A8_E8_81_c72_109774.htm preside The chairman

presided at/over the meeting last Friday.Virtue will prevail over

evil.prevail triumph winIn private/ in secret / in personMatters like

this are best discussed in private.They are privileged people in the

society.Privilege/right/liberty/freedom/advantage/license/honorShe

gave him a prompt reply.quick rapid fast prompt punctual instant

immediate readyThe _ _ of finding jobs this year are not so good.

(expectation promises future prospects)provided on condition save

unless given suppose sayI will agree to go provided/providing that

my expenses are paid.put Shes put a tidy sum for her

retirement.They decided to put aside their differences.She help her

put the toys away.She is putting radical proposals for the economic

reform.We had to put off our wedding until September.We can put

you up for the night.I dont know how she can put up with him/his

cruelty to her.Racial problems exist in everyday

life.Race/breed/people/fold/tribe/nation/culturerange scope extent

His speech ranged over a number of

topics.Range/limit/distance/length/scope/extent/reach/field/spherer

each All these were within the reach of the ordinary men.Put that

bottle of weed-killer out of the reach of the childrenHe reached for

his gun.Her requirements are

reasonable.Reasonable/sensible/fair/logical/just/sound/rational/pract

ical/realistic/justifiableMy favorite recreation is



chess.Recreation/amusement/entertainment/play/pleasure/enjoyme

nt/relaxation/pastime/funThey had to seed refuge from the

storm.Refuge/shelter/asylum/protectionI have registered for the

English course.Register/record/enroll/list/enter/sign/fill out a

formreceive acceptI hear that John has __ a new position at the travel

agency.red black A large number of American radio stations operate

in the red.regard Motion means change of position of an object

in/with regard to the position of some other object or objects.I have

little information as regards his past.She said nothing regarding your

request.Please give my sincere regards to all the members of your

family.Some people act regardless of what will happen

afterwards.They helped solve the problems in high to the living

conditions of the people.(attention regard intention stress)relevant

His age isn’t relevant to whether he is a good teacher. 100Test 下载
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